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Advanced Power Side Channel
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TI revisit

 Threshold Implementation offers provable 
security for one level of non-linear function 
even with glitches.

 If we share one bit information into 3 shares, 
then each non-linear operation will take at 
most two shares. This is called first-order TI, 
which is provably secure against first order
attacks. 

 Intuition: No single wire carries any unmasked 
(unrandomized) information.

 The order of attack is defined to be the 
number of intermediate values that attacker 
predict in the attacks.      
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High-order Attacks

 If several intermediate values are used to formulate the hypotheses, then the 
corresponding DPA attacks are called higher-order DPA attacks.

 For example, if I can combine the leakage of S1 and S2, then it is called second-
order attack. 
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Second-order Attack

 A second-order attack simply applies a first-order attack to the preprocessed
traces. 

 Suppose that we are attacking a masking scheme, which means all the information is 
shared in two shares. U = Um XOR m

1. Choose two intermediate values Um and m as attack target. Since mask m is a 
random number, we do not know Um or m, but we can calculate a hypothetical 
value of U = Um XOR m. 

2. Record the power traces and we do the preprocessing (discussed later). 

3. Map U to hypothetical power consumption values h. 

 Note that we can calculate the value of U without having to know the mask!

4. Compare the hypothetical power consumption with the preprocessed traces by 
correlation coefficient.
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Prerprocessing of  traces

 Use the example on previous slide about masking scheme: U = Um XOR m

 If the computations of Um and m are in different clock cycles, we need to combine 
the sample points in different cycles. (Usually happens in software implementations)

 If the computations of Um and m are in the same clock cycle, we need to combine 
the sample points in the same cycle. (Usually happens in hardware implementations)

 Several different ways of preprocessing have been proposed: let two points be p0 
and p1

 𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑝0, 𝑝1 = 𝑝0 ∙ 𝑝1

 𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑝0, 𝑝1 = 𝑝0 − 𝑝1

 𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑝0, 𝑝1 = 𝑝0 + 𝑝1 2

 𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑝0, 𝑝1 = 𝑝0 + 𝑝1
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High-order attacks

 The methodology of second-order attack can be extended to even higher order.

 So how can we get the protection against high order attack?
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High-order Countermeasures

 d-th order TI

 d‐th order non‐completeness: any combination of up to d component functions yi of Y must 
be independent of at least one input share.

 Example of second order TI of function Y(a,b,c) = 1 + a + bc

 Any combination of two yi is independent of at least one input share. 
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Here, 5 input 

shares and 10 

output shares. 

Can we do better?



Domain Oriented Masking

 Requires d+1 input/output shares for d-th order protection for functions with any 
degrees. 

 Divide the computation in different domains. For d-th order protection, we need 
d+1 domains. 

 Share every bit information into different domains.

10Gross H, Mangard S, Korak T. “An Efficient Side-Channel Protected AES Implementation with Arbitrary Protection Order” CT-RSA’17 (Feb, 2017)
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Domain Oriented Masking

 Second order protection:
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This methodology can be generalized to any 

d-th order protection with d+1 shares. 



Cache Side Channel Attack
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Cache side channel attacks

 Data present in caches can be accessed faster than from memory

 For multilevel caches, data accessed from L1 cache has lower latency than from an 
L2 cache

 The cache interference and time difference for the access patterns leaks 
information:

 Certain memory contents exist in cache or not

 Shows that data has been accessed recently 

 This attack is useful to find keys for encryption process



Evict + Time Attack
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Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Cache Main Memory

Victim’s Data Attacker’s DataMemory block

64 bytes

• He triggers the encryption and times it.

• He evicts everything from Set1.

• He runs the encryption again and times it.

• He triggers the encryption and times it.

• He evicts everything from Set4.

• He runs the encryption again and times it.

• It takes longer than step 1, he knows that

the encryption process accessed 0x1000.

miss

hit

hit

• It takes roughly the same time, he knows that

the encryption process didn’t access 0x4000.

hit

hit

hit

The attacker wants to know if 0x1000, 

which maps to cache Set 1, was accessed

The attacker wants to know if 0x4000, 

which maps to cache Set 4, was accessed

Osvik D A, Shamir A, Tromer E. Cache attacks and countermeasures: the case of AES[M]//Topics in Cryptology–CT-RSA 2006. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2006: 1-20.



AnC Attack

 Evict + Time attack on MMU (Memory Management Unit) to break ASLR (Address 
Space Layout Randomization) completely.

 The memory management unit (MMU) of modern processors uses the cache hierarchy 
in order to improve the performance of page table walks.

 An EVICT+TIME cache attack can detect which locations in the page table pages 
are accessed during a page table walk performed by the MMU. 

 For example, on the x86_64 architecture, this attack can find the offsets that are 
accessed by the MMU for each of the four page table pages. 

 The attack, which is called ASLR⊕Cache (or AnC for short), first flushes part of the 
last level cache and then times the MMU’s page table walk performed due to a 
memory access. This already finds cache lines of interest in the page table page.
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Gras B, Razavi K, Bosman E, et al. “ASLR on the Line: Practical Cache Attacks on the MMU”, NDSS’17 (Feb. 2017)



Prime + probe technique

 Prime + probe technique consists of 3 stages

 Prime stage : The attacker fills the cache with his own cache lines.

 Victim accessing stage : The victim process runs

 Probing stage : The attacker accesses the priming data again. If the victim process evicts the primed 
data, the reloading will incur cache miss.

Osvik D A, Shamir A, Tromer E. Cache attacks and countermeasures: the case of AES[M]//Topics in Cryptology–CT-RSA 2006. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2006: 1-20.



Prime + probe technique

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Cache Main Memory

Victim’s Data Attacker’s Data

Memory block

64 bytes

• He fills Set1 with his data.

• He runs the victim process.

• He reloads all his data in Set1.

• He fills Set4 with his data.

• He runs the victim process.

• He reloads all his data in Set4.

• It takes longer, he knows that

the victim process accessed Set1.

hithit

• It takes lesser time, he knows that the victim process 

didn’t access Set4.

hit hithit

The attacker wants to know if a particular 

address in cache Set 1 was accessed
The attacker wants to know if a

particular address in cache Set 4 was accessed

miss

hit hit

Taken from the presentation of “3D Integration: New Opportunities in Defense Against Cache-timing Side-channel Attacks” by Chongxi Bao and Ankur Srivastava on ICCD’15.



Lab 4

 In lab 4, you are required to finish prime and probe attack. 

 In one application, you need to create two threads: one is attack thread, the other 
one is victim thread. 

 Context switching is implemented by using pin tool to suspend the execution of one 
of the threads.

 The latency of a cache hit and a cache miss can be implemented as a delay function 
which delays for a few milliseconds.  
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Limitations

 Can only be applied in small caches  (L1 caches)

 Since it is used in small caches its applicable to processes located in the same core

4KB pages

12 bits

Cache line size = 64 

bytes

Offset for cache = 6 bits

Cache index = 6 bits        

at most to  access 64 sets



Practical Scenario

 In Cloud computing environment two users can share same hardware

 Users running on different cores share the last level cache

Hardware

VMM

Guest OS 1 Guest OS 2

VM VM



S$A attack (Shared Cache Attack)

 S$A attack is targeted towards the LLC 

 Make use of huge size pages

 L1 – 64 sets

 L2 – 512 sets

 L3 – 4096 sets

 Takes advantage of the control of

lower bits of the virtual address

Gorka Irazoqui, Thomas Eisenbarth and Berk Sunar, “S$A: A Shared Cache Attack that Works Across Cores and Defies VM Sandboxing—and its Application to AES”, Oakland’15 



Steps involved in S$A attack 

1. Allocation of huge size pages

 Spy process have access to huge pages using his administrator rights in guest OS

2. Prime desired set in last level cache

 Attacker creates data that fills a set in the LLC and primes it

3. Reprime

 Since LLCs are inclusive some sets in the upper level will also be filled

 Evict data from the upper level caches

 Reprime data to fill different set in LLC but same set in upper level cache



Steps involved in S$A attack

4. Victim process runs

 Victim runs the target process

 If monitored cache set is used, some of the primed lines will be evicted

 Else all primes lines will reside in the LLC

5. Probe and measure

 After execution of victim process, spy process probes the primed memory lines and measures the time 
to probe

 If one or more lines have been evicted probe time will be higher

 Shorter probe time if no lines were evicted



Flush + Reload Attack

 Flush one cache line and time the execution of reloading the value to figure out 
whether the victim program has access this cache line or not. 

 Fine-grained: attack at cache line granularity. 

24

Yarom Y, Falkner K. Flush+ reload: a high resolution, low noise, L3 cache side-channel attack. USENIX Security 14



Flush + Flush Attack

 The same idea as Flush + Reload attack.

 Problem: incur too much cache misses in reloading process, which may be used as a signature to detect 
cache side channel attack 

 Flush + Flush attack exploits the execution time of Flush instruction to learn whether the 
Flush instruction hit the cache or not. 

 Flush instruction can abort early in case of a cache miss. In case of a cache hit, it has to 
trigger eviction on all local caches, so it would take longer.

 Attack at cache line granularity, but less accuracy than Flush + Reload

 More stealthier, because incur fewer cache misses

25
Gruss D, Maurice C, Wagner K. Flush+ Flush: A Stealthier Last-Level Cache Attack. arXiv preprint arXiv:2015



Defenses

 Cache interferences are the root causes of cache 
side channel attacks.

 Software-based approaches are all attack 
specific and algorithm specific. 

 Hardware-based approaches: 

 Randomize the cache interferences -> no information 
leakage through interference.

 Partition the cache statically -> no cache interferences. 

Defenses

Software Hardware

Randomize the 
interferences

RPcache

Partition the 
cache 

statically

PLcache

Sanctum



RPcache (Random Permutation Cache) 

 Randomizes cache-memory mapping, when a cache interference occurs, so no useful 
information about which cache line was evicted can be inferred.

P

Zhenghong Wang and Ruby B. Lee “New cache designs for thwarting software cache-based side channel attacks”, ISCA 2007.



Cache access handling procedure



Logical view



Example of  RPCache

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Cache Main Memory

Victim’s Data Attacker’s DataMemory block

64 bytes

hit hithit hit

1. Attacker fills set 1.

2. Attacker runs the encryption process.

3. Victim’s data maps to set 2 instead of set 1, and the mapping is swapped.

4. Attacker tries to access his data, and the mapping is swapped randomly again, 

so the hit rate of attacker’s data does not infer any memory access of victim.



PLCache (Partition-Locked Cache)

 A process is able to lock the cache lines in the cache, so the cache will not be evicted 
by the data of other processes.

Zhenghong Wang and Ruby B. Lee “New cache designs for thwarting software cache-based side channel attacks”, ISCA 2007.



Cache access handling procedure



Performance Evaluation 

RPCache: The performance impact caused by the random cache evictions in RPcache is negligible: worst case 

1.7% (on 4K directed-mapped cache) and 0.3% on average.

PLCache: When the size of the protected memory (5KB) is larger than the cache capacity (4KB cache), the 

performance is always bad because all cache lines are locked. Set-associativity affects performance as well, 

direct-mapped cache has ~30% overhead. 



Attack on PL Cache

 PL cache can protect the cache lines from evicting from the cache by other 
processes, but it does not prevent the cache access when we start loading the 
victim’s cache line. 

 Evict + Time does not work any more. 

 Prime + probe still works.

 Flush + Reload still works. 

 Flush + Flush still works 

35
Kong J, Aciicmez O, Seifert J P, et al. Deconstructing new cache designs for thwarting software cache-based side channel attacks, ACM workshop on Computer security architectures. 2008



Sanctum

 Sanctum offers strong provable isolation of software modules running concurrently 
and sharing resources, but protects against the attacks that infer private information 
from a program’s memory access patterns, including cache side channel attacks.

 Like SGX, Sanctum isolates the software inside an enclave from any other software 
on the system, including privileged system software.

Costan V, Lebedev I, Devadas S. Sanctum: Minimal Hardware Extensions for Strong Software Isolation[J].



Static DRAM/LLC Partitioning

• Addresses in a DRAM region do not collide in the last level cache with addresses from any other DRAM 

region. So the OS can place two different applications in two different DRAM regions, then the cache 

interference in the last level cache is eliminated. 

• For high level caches, Sanctum flushes them whenever a core jumps between enclave and non-enclave code.   



Cache address shifter
The fragmentation of DRAM regions makes it 

difficult for the OS to allocate contiguous 

DRAM buffers, which are essential to the 

efficient DMA transfers used by high 

performance devices. 

Shifting the physical page number by 3 bits 

yields contiguous DRAM regions.



Performance Evaluation

Sanctum: Largest overhead is 4%, and average is

1.9% on an insecure baseline. 



DMA Attack
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DMA Attack

 By dumping memory content very frequently, we 
are able to observe memory write patterns. 

 Some algorithms can leak secret through memory 
write patterns. 

 For example, RSA Montgomery ladder. 

 It is designed to prevent simple power analysis or 
coarse grained timing attack.  But it introduces 
another attack surface, which is the privacy 
leakage through write access patterns. This is what 
we should pay attention, when we are designing a 
system. 
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